Staff news

Nicholas Borsato starts as a PhD student (supervisor: Sofia Feltzing)

Summer workers
John Gillan (Michiel Lambrechts/Sebastian Lorek)
Malin Hjärtström (Mattias Ohlsson)
Hyerin Jang (Beibei Liu)
Pablo Navarro Barrachina (Gregor Traven) (prel)
Jesper Nielsen (Florent Renaud)
Mateo Prgomet (Oscar Agertz)
Piia Maria Tomberg (Dianne Feuillet)

Regular seminar schedules

Astronomy – http://www.astro.lu.se/Seminars/
THEP – http://particle.thep.lu.se/Seminars/
CBBP – http://cbbp.thep.lu.se/~carl/internal/group_meetings.html

Additional talks and seminars

3 ATP talk by Iryna Kushniruk at 15.15 over zoom

Absences, trips and other travel

1-3 Dainis Dravins attends the AAS, American Astronomical Society, meeting and presents an i-poster
4 Thomas Ronnet gives a zoom presentation at MPIA Heidelberg
9-10 Sofia Feltzing attends ESO Council meeting no 154 (virtual meeting)
11 Sofia Feltzing attends committee meeting for the Danish Infrastructure Roadmap exercise (virtual meeting)
22-25 Diane Feuillet attends SDSS Collaboration meeting remotely
22-26 Lennart Lindegren attends the ESO H0 2020 Conference (Garching, remotely)
29-1/7 Melvyn B. Davies and Alex Mustill attend (via Zoom) CHEOPS Science Team Meeting 18
29-3/7 Diane Feuillet and Dainis Dravins attend EAS Meeting remotely, Diane giving a talk in session S10